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IRS Procedure Overview
• IRS Audit

– If unagreed: Revenue Agent’s Report (30-Day Letter)

• IRS Appeals

– If unagreed: Statutory Notice of Deficiency (90-Day Letter)

• Litigation

– Tax Court
– U.S. District Court
– U.S. Court of Federal Claims

• Appeals

– U.S. Circuit Courts of Appeals
– U.S. Supreme Court
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“Mission” of IRS Exam
• Identify the applicable law, correctly interpret its
meaning in light of congressional intent, and, in a fair
and impartial manner, correctly apply the law based
on the facts and circumstances of the case IRM § 4.10.7.1(1).
• May resolve disputed issues of fact, but bound by IRS
positions in Treasury Regulations, rulings, and
acquiescence or non-acquiescence in court cases
• Not supposed to consider the hazards of litigation in
settling cases
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Alternative Dispute Resolution Programs
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Pre-Filing Programs

Audit Programs

Appeals Programs

International Programs

Compliance Assurance
Process

Technical Advice
Memoranda

Early Referral

Advance Pricing
Agreements

Pre-Filing Agreement
Program

Fast Track Settlement

Rapid Appeals Process

Competent Authority

Private Letter Rulings

Delegation Orders
4-24 and 4-25
(Appeals settlements,
coordinated issues)

Post-Appeals Mediation

Simultaneous
Examination Program

Industry Issue Resolution
Program

Accelerated Issue
Resolution

Simultaneous
Appeals/Competent
Authority

Alternatives on Conclusion of Exam
Once receive a Notice of Proposed Adjustments:
• Request Fast Track
• Request 30-Day Letter and proceed to IRS Appeals
• Request Competent Authority assistance
• Request Notice of Deficiency and Proceed to Litigation

– Tax Court without payment
– Pay tax, claim refund, and file suit for refund in Federal District
Court or Court of Federal Claims

• Concede the issue
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Fast Track Settlement (Rev. Proc. 2003-40)
• Mediation (by Appeals officer acting as mediator)
between taxpayer and Exam

– Provides settlement authority to Exam, including “hazard”
settlements

• Designed for resolution within 120 days

– Taxpayer and IRS must have decision-maker present

• Either party may request on receipt of Notice of
Proposed Adjustments (NOPA)
– IRM directs Exam to suggest
– Both parties must agree
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Fast Track Settlement
• Can withdraw at any time
• Can still go to IRS Appeals (or litigation)
– Post-Appeals Mediation not permitted

• Timing: After NOPA and before 30-day letter
• Taxpayer presents position in Fast Track
Memorandum
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Early Referral (Rev. Proc. 99-28)
• Referral of fully developed issues to Appeals prior
to issuance of 30-day letter
– NOPA issued on one issue, but other issues still under
development

• Designed to permit faster disposition of case than
if entire case was referred to Appeals
• Used for 13 cases in 2012, 10 cases in 2013
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IRS Appeals
• Designed as “independent” settlement forum
• “Mission” of IRS Appeals: To settle cases
To resolve tax controversies, without litigation, on a
basis which is fair and impartial to both the Government
and the taxpayer, and in a manner that will enhance
voluntary compliance and public confidence in the
integrity and efficiency of the Service
– Consider “hazards of litigation”
– Do not consider costs of litigation (no nuisance
settlements)
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IRS Appeals
• Taxpayer may select by submitting formal written
“Protest”
– Exam team will review and prepare written “rebuttal” to
Protest
– Pre-submission conference with IRS exam and IRS Appeals

• Appeals conference follows pre-submission
conference (usually same day)
– Normal procedure is to exclude Exam (ex parte rules
apply)
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Post-Appeals Mediation
• Rev. Proc. 2009-44; Rev. Proc. 2014-63
• Non-binding mediation process following
unsuccessful efforts at Appeals settlement

– Designed to be used where limited issues remain
unresolved

• Available to all LB&I taxpayers

– Unavailable if Fast Track used at Exam

• Appeals Officer as mediator, taxpayer may use nonIRS co-mediator at taxpayer expense
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Fast Track
• Requires IRS approval
• No “hot” interest
• Fast?
– Single meeting
– Lower administrative costs

• Decision maker: IRS Exam
• Ex parte not applicable
• Two bites: Fast Track
Settlement + Appeals
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Appeals
• No IRS approval required
• Hot interest
• Less Fast
– Multiple meetings
– Higher administrative costs

• Decision maker: Appeals
• Ex parte rules apply
• Two bites: Appeals + PostAppeals Mediation

Fast Track
• May submit new facts
• Educate Exam about legal
arguments, may respond
• Exam may raise new issues
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Appeals
• No New Facts
• Exam locked-in and no new
legal arguments
• Not raise new issues

Fast Track / Post Appeals Mediation
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IRS Appeals Trends
• Appeals Judicial Approach and Culture Project
– Policy not to consider new facts impacting Exam
strategy

• Centralization of decision-making at Appeals
– Issue Specialists are controlling more cases

• Ex parte rules eroding
– Rapid Appeals Process
– Involve exam in the Appeals presentation
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Appeals Judicial Approach and Culture
Project (AJAC)
• Two major themes:
– Appeals will not consider new facts not presented to
Exam
– Appeals will not raise new issues not considered by
Exam
• See IRM 8.6.1.6 (New Issues and Reopening Old Issues);
Appeals Policy Statements 8-2 and 8-3 (IRM 1.2.17)
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New Issues at Appeals
• Appeals will not raise new issues not considered
by Exam
• Appeals will not reopen previously agreed issues
• Taxpayer can raise new issues or new theories

– Appeals can consider (without developing new facts)
– Appeals to request review and comment from Exam
– 210 days required on statute of limitations to consult
Exam
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New Facts at Appeals
• Appeals will not engage in fact-finding

– Appeals will not consider new facts not presented to Exam
– Factual issues that are not properly developed are returned to
Exam (with view of hazards)
– Appeals expected to announce procedures for new facts in
Docketed cases shortly (Fall 2016)

• New information or evidence means

– Not shared with Exam
– In view of Appeals Office, merits additional analysis or
investigative action
– New information provided after NOPA or with Protest may
extend Exam (possible additional IDRs)
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Acknowledgment of Facts (AOF)
• IRS is required to prepare a statement of facts on
Form 886-A as part of its consideration of each issue
• IRS is also expected to issue a pro-forma IDR to seek
to obtain a written AOF from the taxpayer and to
incorporate any additional facts in the write-up
• AOF IDR aimed at ensuring that Appeals is not
considering new facts
– Taxpayers should ensure that all relevant evidence is
presented to Exam before the case is closed
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Impact of AJAC on Exam Strategy
• No new issues places premium on allowing Exam
to present case without comment from taxpayer
– Unintended result

• No new facts requires taxpayer to present all facts
as part of examination process
– Protest is end of Exam, so should present facts in
Protest
– If need expert, must present opinion to Exam before
Appeals
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Impact of AJAC Fast Track v Appeals
• If facts undeveloped, Fast Track permits
presentation of facts before Appeals
• If law undeveloped, Fast Track will disclose legal
position to Exam and permit response
– No new legal issues can be big advantage
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Centralization of Decision-Making
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Centralization of Decision Making
• Appeals reducing or eliminating Appeals Team
Case Leaders (ATCL)
– ATCL’s have independent settlement authority
– Other Appeals Officers require supervisor approval

• Appeals issue focus results in Appeals Technical
Specialists on issue-by-issue basis
– Appeals claims increases consistency
– Our experience is that interfering with settlement
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Appeals Officers
Changes in Workforce 2001-2015
15%
10%
5%
0%

Appeals Officers
999 in 2001
758 in 2014
996 in 2015

-5%
-10%
-15%
-20%
-25%

Source: IRS Data Book Table 30.
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IRS Appeals Organization
• IRS Appeals currently working on reorganization
• Appeals currently organized geographically, and
with specialty operations separated
• New organization to divide between Exam and
Collections functions
• Announcement expected Fall 2016
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Impact of Centralization on Fast Track v
Appeals
• Who is decision-maker at Fast Track for issue that
is part of campaign?
• Rise of Technical Specialists leads to less favorable
results at Appeals
• Unclear, but Appeals advantage appears to be
eroding
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Appeals Independence
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Prohibition on Ex parte Communications
• Adopted as required by the Restructuring and Reform
Act of 1998 (with the Taxpayer Bill of Rights) to
assure Appeals independence
• Appeals may not communicate with IRS personnel in
other functions (i.e. Exam) without the taxpayer (or
representative) being provided the opportunity to
participate in the communication
• Appeals may discuss case with Exam in presence of
taxpayer
– Rev. Proc. 2012-18, superceding Rev. Proc. 2000-43; IRM § 8.1.10
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Rapid Appeals Process (IRM 8.26.11)
• Appeals program similar to Fast Track Settlement,
but Appeals, rather than Exam in FTS, has
settlement authority
• Mediation (by Appeals officer acting as mediator)
between taxpayer and Exam
• Exam remains part of Appeals process, ex parte
waived
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Exam Participation in Appeals
• Appeals Officers may request to extend PreSubmission conference, include Exam in
discussion of case for extended period
– Technically not Rapid Appeals Process
– Can request that Exam be excluded

• Difficult for taxpayer to object
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Impact on Fast Track v Appeals
• Erosion of Ex Parte rules eliminates some of the
advantage of Appeals
– Still changing decision-maker

• Fast Track and Appeals become more similar
• Ultimate impact still to be determined
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Teleconference Developments
• Appeals is attempting to encourage teleconferences
and may restrict face-to-face meetings
• New IRM provisions provide default rule will be
teleconference or video conference IRM § 8.6.1
• Taxpayers may request in person conference, Appeals
team manager must agree
– Complex, fact intensive cases, or will numerous
participants will receive in person conferences
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THIS PRESENTATION PROVIDES GENERAL INFORMATION REGARDING THE SUBJECT MATTER COVERED. NEITHER CROWELL &
MORING LLP NOR ANY OF ITS LAWYERS IS CREATING AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP WITH ANY PERSON BY MAKING THIS
PRESENTATION OR DISTRIBUTING THESE MATERIALS. IF LEGAL ADVICE, TAX ADVICE, OR OTHER EXPERT ASSISTANCE IS
REQUIRED, PLEASE SEEK THE SERVICES OF A QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL BASED ON THE SPECIFIC FACTS.
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